Lesson Plans for teachers which will be used for the MeLDE ACADEMY.

Module Name: Digital Content Creation
Topic Title: Techniques to create compelling audiovisual and text-based content.
Lesson Plan 3 –Create Presentations through Powtoon
Duration: 60-75 minutes
Aim

Target Group
Facility/ Equipment

Tools/ Materials
Main Activity

The aim of the lesson is to let students experiment
with Powtoon in order to create a presentation of
a given topic – this lesson is a follow up of Lesson
2.
Secondary School Students
 Classroom Internet Access Laptops
 Smartphones / Ipads (Electronic Devices)
 Projector – To be able to show the
presentation
 White Board

1. Activity 1: Brainstorming (15 minutes)
Split your class in groups of 4-5 students and ask
them to write down a short story about a given
topic.
2. Activity 2: Editing/ Revisions (10
minutes)
3. Provide feedback to your students and
ask them make the appropriate revisions
to the story.
Activity 3: Development Phase (30
minutes)
Ask your students to watch the following video
on how to bring their story to life using Powtoon
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lEQiZQi-
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aGY) and let them use their creativity and
imagination.
4. Activity 4: Presentation (20 minutes)
Ask each group to present the end-result to the
rest of the class.
5. Wrap up
Assessments

Self Assessment and Final Assessments (For the
topic Audio-Visual)
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